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The workshop was entred on new tehniques to extend the apaities of the now largely

used numerial methods based on integral equations.

Di�erent issues an be notied related to the atual pratie in industrial appliations;

� the solution of diret but large or very large (up to several millions of unknowns)

problems of eletrostati, time-harmoni aousti or eletromagneti origin;

� the solution of inverse problems, mostly in the ase of time-harmoni aoustis (inverse

sattering).

Several tehniques are now widely studied and were presented in this workshop:

� The use of the fast multipole method under the supposition that good preonditioners

are available.

� The use of wavelet approximations whih an lead to a large ompression of the linear

system to be solved.

� The hierarhial matrix tehnique whih is based on linear solver tehniques and does

not use the exat form of the disretization.

An informal plenary disussion took plae on Wednesday evening. Some issues were raised

on future tendenies and links with appliations (see attahed protool). In partiular,

partiipants are onvined that the oupling of FEM and BEM will play an important

role in multiphysis problems. Conerning problems in aoustis, it seems that urrently

no method is able to work robustly for all frequenies. Only few groups are working on

transient, time-domain methods. Problems with unbounded surfaes are quite important

in several appliations. Many of our Amerian olleagues are using olloation or Nystroem

tehniques while the Galerkin tehnique is more widely used in Europe. Only few realisti

omparisons are available in the published literature.

The atmosphere of the Workshop was very pleasant but produtive. The partiipants

express their gratitude to the sta� of the Oberwolfah institute for their great hospitality.
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Abstrats

Wavelet approximation for mixed boundary value problems

Jens Breuer

(joint work with Olaf Steinbah and Wolfgang L. Wendland)

We onsider a symmetri Galerkin boundary element method for the symmetri bound-

ary integral formulation. In partiular, a wavelet basis is used to obtain a data sparse

representation of the disrete boundary integral operators. The Galerkin disretization of

the hypersingular integral operator is done by applying the Maue trik, i.e. integration by

parts and by using a pieewise onstant wavelet basis for the resulting single layer poten-

tial. In the ase of quadrangular or urved boundaries, the approah has to be modi�ed by

an additional projetion onto the pieewise onstant basis funtions. For the disretization

of the double layer potential we introdue a wavelet transformation of the pieewise linear

hat funtions, onsidered as disontinuous funtions, onto pieewise linear wavelets. We

then present a orresponding stability and error analysis for the wavelet ompression in

the energy norm. Numerial examples are in agreement with the theoretial results.

Referenes

[1℄ J. Breuer, G. Of, O. Steinbah, W. L. Wendland: Fast boundary element methods for the

symmetri boundary integral formulation, SFB{Preprint 2002/08.

Boundary elements for Maxwell equations on Lipshitz surfaes

Annalisa Buffa

We onsider time-harmoni Maxwell equations in an heterogeneous, pieewise homoge-

neous material. First, we derive integral equations on the set of interfaes and establish

the wellposedness for a suitable variational formulation of the problem. Seond, we pro-

vide a general theory for �nite elements approximation of a lass of non-ellipti problems.

This framework gives a suitable setting for the analysis of Raviart-Thomas approximations

of the sattering problem. We prove then stability and quasi optimality for the related

boundary element sheme.

Algebrai onvergene is ensured by means of suitable anisotropi mesh re�nement to

ompensate the �eld singularity.

High frequeny boundary element methods for aousti sattering problems

Simon N. Chandler-Wilde

As a ase study, we onsider the problem of a plane wave inident on straight impedane

boundary with pieewise onstant surfae impedane. Aording to the geometrial the-

ory of di�ration, the �eld onsists of diret and reeted rays and rays di�rated from

impedane disontinuities: these latter rays may be di�rated in turn at other impedane

disontinuities. We propose a Galerkin �nite element sheme whih uses graded meshes

with a onventional grading within one wavelength of disontinuities and exponential grad-

ing at larger distanes. A key feature of the sheme is that the basis funtions on eah

element are polynomials multiplied by the trae of the plane waves in the diretions indi-

ated by GTD. Numerial examples whih illustrate the full error analysis are shown. The

error analysis proves that, to maintain auray at a �xed level as the wavenumber k is

inreased, it is enough to inrease the degrees of freedom proportional to some small power

of log k. We �nish by disussing extending the method and analysis to general lasses of

sattering problems.
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Boundary element methods for semilinear ellipti boundary value problems

Goong Chen

We �rst present a semilinear ellipti boundary value problem where nonlinearities our

in both the partial di�erential equation and the boundary ondition. We show how the

spatial and boundary nonlinearities interat and obtain error estimates between the exat

solution and the boundary element solution based on the monotone iteration sheme, where

there are multiple solutions and the boundary ondition ontains oblique derivatives.

We then disuss the Lane-Emden equation in astrophysis. This equation, under various

homogeneous boundary onditions, are well known to have multiple solutions. Error esti-

mates are not yet available, but we point out the advantage of BEM in the omputation

of the solution of suh equations.

Stable iterative method for solving the eletri �eld integral equation

at low frequenies

Snorre H. Christiansen

We onsider the sattering of a time-harmoni eletromagneti wave by a bounded perfet

ondutor. This problem is attaked using the eletri �eld integral equation. Standard

disretizations of this equation are ill-suited for iterative methods both beause of the

mapping properties of the underlying operator at �xed frequenies and beause we are

interested in small frequenies. These two problems are overome by the use of disrete

Hodge deompositions { saled by the frequeny { of the Galerkin spaes and the onstru-

tion of a preonditioner based on the Calder�on relations linking integral operators. For the

proposed method we prove a disrete LBB Inf-Sup ondition uniform in both the frequeny

and the meshwidth (on non-trivial intervals beginning at 0). We furthermore prove that

the spetral ondition number of the preonditioned system is bounded independently of

the frequeny and the meshwidth.

Maxwell boundary integral equations and wavelets

Martin Costabel

The eletri �eld integral equation an be transformed into a strongly ellipti system of

pseudodi�erential equations by using Hodge deompositions of H

�1=2

div

on the boundary

manifold. To avoid the neessity of C

1

elements one an use a non onforming or equiva-

lently a mixed formulation. This formulation an be disretized using any C

0

�nite element

method. The method disussed here, and used suessfully for the numerial modelling of

mirowave antennas, uses a nodal wavelet basis of pieewise linear elements. A omplete

analysis of this method on open surfaes with pieewise smooth boundary is possible in-

luding matrix ompression, simple blok-diagonal preonditioning and quasioptimal error

estimates.
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Coupling of fast multipole method and miroloal disretization for the

integral equations of eletromagnetism

Eri Darrigrand

We are onerned with integral equations of sattering. In order to deal with the well-

known high frequeny problem, we suggest a oupling of two kind of methods that redue

the numerial omplexity of iterative solution of these integral equations. The miroloal

disretization method introdued by T. Abboud, J.-C. N�ed�ele and B. Zhou enables one

to redue eÆiently the size of the system onsidering an approximation of the phase fun-

tion of the unknown. However, the method needs an expensive prealulation. We suggest

the use of the fast multipole method introdued by V. Rokhlin in order to speed up the

prealulation. This work is an original appliation of the fast multipole method for ael-

eration of a miroloal disretization method within the new integral formulation written

by B. Despr�es. Numerial results obtained for Helmholtz's equation are very satisfying.

For Maxwell's equations they are also quite interesting.

Boundary value problems on smooth hypersurfaes

Roland Duduhava

(joint work with Dorina Mitrea and Marius Mitrea)

Boundary value problems (BVPs) for tangent di�erential operators on a hypersurfae M

in R

n

enounter in appliations rather often. The purpose of the investigation is to give an

alternative and simple formulation of lassial problems whih applies only a unit normal

vetor to the surfae.

We �nd expliit representation of the Deformation tensor Def (whih produes killing

vetor �elds), the Laplae-Beltrami �

M

, the L�ame-Beltrami, operator of isotropi elastiity

and the Stokes system on the hypersurfaeM. It is proved that these operators perturbed

by non-zero and non-negative funtion have fundamental solutions on M. Based on the

expliit Green's formulae the uniqueness and solvability of the lassial BVPs on an open

subsurfae C � M for the operators listed above and for the square of Laplae-Beltrami

operator �

2

M

is proved.

On the numerial solution of periodi inverse di�ration problems

Johannes Elshner

The talk is devoted to inverse di�ration problems to reover a two-dimensional periodi

struture from sattered waves measured above and below the struture. We onsider

grating pro�le reonstrution based on �nite element/boundary element and optimization

tehniques. The dependene on regularization parameters is analyzed and onvergene

results for (non-smooth) grating strutures are given. Numerial results demonstrate the

pratiability of the inversion algorithm.
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Adaptive boundary element methods

Birgit Faermann

The re�nement proess in adaptive methods is generally ontrolled by loal a posteriori

error indiators (or briey error indiators). Investigations of error indiators are already

well established in �nite element methods. Due to the non-loality of integral operators,

suh investigations are more involved for boundary element methods.

In this talk we introdue eÆient and reliable error indiators for the disretization

of boundary integral equations. For integral operators of negative order, we use loal

double-integral semi-norms of the residual as error indiator. For integral operators of

positive order, we onsider error indiators, introdued by Babu�ska and Rheinboldt for

�nite element methods. These latter indiators an also be regarded as loal norms of the

residual.

Finite elements on degenerate meshes:

Inverse-type inequalities and appliations

Ivan G. Graham

(joint work with Wolfgang Hakbush and Stefan A. Sauter)

In this paper we obtain a range of inverse-type inequalities whih are appliable to

�nite element funtions on general lasses of meshes, inluding degenerate meshes obtained

by anisotropi re�nement. These are obtained for Sobolev norms of positive, zero and

negative order. In ontrast to lassial inverse estimates, negative powers of the minimum

mesh diameter are avoided. We give two appliations of these estimates in the ontext of

boundary elements: (i) to the analysis of quadrature error in disrete Galerkin methods

and (ii) to the analysis of the panel lustering algorithm. Our results show that degeneray

in the meshes yields no degradation in the approximation properties of these methods.

An appliation of the BIE method in petroleum engineering

Tuong Ha-Duong

We onsider the problem of the simulation of omplex wells in layered reservoirs. A

simpli�ed model onsists in solving the heat equation in a reservoir with a non linear and

non-loal boundary ondition along the well surfae.

If this surfae is represented by a ylinder of length L and of radius r

w

then the pres-

sure on the well is given by Dikken in 1990: the tangential gradient of the pressure is

proportional to the square of the ow rate at a setion of the well.

We prove that, with some restritions (small frition fator), the model is mathematially

orret (the problem is well-posed), and desribe a BIE method to solve it, taking into

aount the geometri harater (r

w

� L) of the well.

H-matrix struture of inverse FEM-matries

Wolfgang Hakbush

The inverse FEM matrix is related to the Green's funtion of the underlying ellipti

problem. Assuming L

1

-oeÆients of the ellipti operator and a general Lipshitz do-

main, the green funtion has little smoothness. Therefore, this situation di�ers extremely

from the ase of analyti fundamental solution studied in BEM. Nevertheless, the hi-

erarhial matrix tehnique developed for BEM-matries an also be applied to inverse

FEM-matries. For this purpose we prove that the matrix bloks have singular values

deaying exponentially.
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The p-version of the BEM revisited

Norbert Heuer

(joint work with Benqi Guo)

We study the p-version of the boundary element method for two-dimensional problems on

polygons and open urves. Using Jaobi-weighted Besov and Sobolev spaes, we analyze

lower and upper bounds for the approximation errors for hypersingular and weakly singular

integral operators. We prove the optimal rate of onvergene for the p-version in the energy

norms of

e

H

1=2

and

e

H

�1=2

, respetively.

H-matrix approximation via weak admissibility

Boris N. Khoromskij

(joint work with Wolfgang Hakbush and R. Kriemann)

A lass of hierarhial matries (H-matries) allows the data-sparse approximation to in-

tegral and more general nonloal operators with almost linear omplexity. In this talk, a

method is desribed for the oarsening of the hierarhial H-matrix formats based on the

weakened admissibility ondition. A oarsening proess improves the strutural onstant

of the hierarhial format and thus leads to lower omplexity H-matrix arithmeti. On

the other hand, our approah preserves the approximation power provided by the standard

admissibility riteria [1℄.

Referenes

[1℄ W. Hakbush, B.N. Khoromskij and R. Kriemann. Hierarhial Matries Based on Weak Admissibility

Criterion. Preprint MPI MIS, Leipzig, 2002.

Boundary element tearing and interonneting methods

Ulrih Langer

(joint work with Olaf Steinbah)

In this paper we introdue the Boundary Element Tearing and Interonneting (BETI)

methods as boundary element ounterparts of the well-established Finite Element Tearing

and Interonneting (FETI) methods. In some pratial important appliations suh as far

�eld omputations, handling of singularities and moving parts et., BETI methods have

ertainly some advantages over their �nite element ounterparts. This laim is espeially

true for the sparse versions of the BETI preonditioners resp. methods. Moreover, there

is an uni�ed framework for oupling, handling and analyzing both methods. In partiular,

the FETI methods an bene�t from preonditioning omponents onstruted by boundary

element tehniques. The �rst numerial results on�rm the eÆieny and the robustness

predited by our analysis.

This work has been supported by the Austrian Siene Fund `Fonds zur F�orderung der wissenshaftlihen

Forshung (FWF)' under grant SFB F013 `Numerial and Symboli Sienti� Computing' and the Ger-

man Researh Foundation `Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft (DFG)' under the grant SFB 404 `Multi�eld

Problems in Continuum Mehanis'.
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Error indiators for Signorini interfae problems

Matthias Maishak

We disuss an interfae problem onsisting of a linear partial di�erential equation in


 � IR

n

(bounded, Lipshitz, n � 2) and the Laplae equation in the unbounded exterior

domain 




:= IR

n

n

�


 ful�lling some radiation ondition, whih are oupled by transmis-

sion onditions and Signorini onditions imposed on the interfae. The interior PDE is

disretized by a mixed formulation, whereas the exterior part of the interfae problem is

rewritten using a Neumann to Dirihlet mapping (NtD) given in terms of boundary integral

operators.

We treat the general numerial approximation of the resulting variational inequality

and disuss the non-trivial disretization of the NtD mapping. Assuming some abstrat

approximation properties and a disrete inf-sup ondition we prove existene and unique-

ness and show an a-priori estimate. Choosing Raviart-Thomas elements and pieewise

onstants in 
 and hat funtions on �
 the disrete inf-sup ondition is satis�ed. We

present a solver based on a modi�ed Uzawa algorithm, reduing the solution proedure of

the saddle point problem with an inequality onstraint to the repeated solution of a stan-

dard saddle point problem and the solution of a variational inequality based on an ellipti

operator. Finally, we present a residual based a-posteriori error estimator ompatible with

the Signorini ondition and a orresponding adaptive sheme.

Some numerial experiments are shown whih illustrate the onvergene behaviour of

the uniform h-version with triangles and retangles and the adaptive sheme as well as the

bounded iteration numbers of the modi�ed Uzawa algorithm, underlining the theoretial

results.

Boundary methods for the fast solution of disrete potential problems

Per-Gunnar Martinsson

An eÆient method for solving a harmoni boundary value problem is to onvert it into

a Fredholm integral equation of the seond kind �rst and then to disretize and solve the

integral equation for some boundary potential. The suess of this method hinges on two

fats: First that the resulting system of disrete equations is very well onditioned so that

an iterative solver onverges fast. Seond that there exist fast methods for the matrix-

vetor multipliation inurred at eah iteration, sine the relevant matrix is dense. One

suh method is the Fast Multipole Method by Rokhlin and Greengard whih performs a

dense n� n matrix-vetor multipliation of this kind in O(n) operations.

In this talk we will demonstrate how the well-established tehnique desribed in the pre-

vious paragraph an be extended to solve disrete lattie equations that arise in the study

of atomi rystals and ertain omposite materials. This extension involves (a) the devel-

opment of tehniques for deriving disrete boundary equations and (b) the development of

a Fast Multipole Method that an handle a lattie Green's funtions. It is our belief that

the insights gained from our study of lattie equations an be used to formulate a similar

method for ontinuum potential problems involving periodi media.
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Multilevel preonditioning of boundary element equations

William MLean

(joint work with Mark Ainsworth)

The talk desribes multilevel diagonal saling as a preonditioner for the Galerkin equa-

tions arising from a symmetri positive-de�nite operator equation of positive order. The

theory applies in partiular to hypersingular boundary integral equations. We onsider

pieewise linear �nite element spaes with loal mesh re�nement starting from an initial

quasi-uniform mesh. Hanging nodes may be reated and the global mesh ratio an grow

exponentially in the number of levels. We use an exat solver on the oarsest level and on

eah �ner level a simple diagonal saling only for the degrees of freedom loal to the re�ne-

ment zone on that level. In this way, the preonditioned system has a ondition number

bounded independently of the number of degrees of freedom, the global mesh ratio, the

number of levels and the size of the elements in the initial quasi-uniform mesh.

Fast multipole method for linear elastostatis

G

�

unther Of

(joint work with Olaf Steinbah and Wolfgang L. Wendland)

For mixed boundary value problems we use the symmetri formulation of boundary integral

equations. The standard boundary element method leads to a system of linear equations

with a positive de�nite and blok skew{symmetri matrix whih is fully populated. Be-

ause of the high e�ort needed to ompute these matries and the tremendous memory

requirements, pratial problems an only be solved eÆiently by using fast boundary

element methods, as for example the fast multipole method.

In linear elastostatis the realization of the boundary integral operators respetively

their bilinear forms an be redued to the boundary integral operators of the Laplaian

and their derivatives. Therefore it is suÆient to have fast realizations of these opera-

tors. First of all, the fundamental solution of linear elastostatis an be written as a linear

ombination of the fundamental solution of potential theory and its derivatives. Following

[2℄, the double{layer potential of linear elastostatis an be redued to single{layer and

double{layer potentials of the Laplae equation by using the surfae url. Therefore the

bilinear form of the adjoint double{layer potential an be realized, too. The bilinear form

of the hypersingular operator an be transformed into single{layer potentials of linear elas-

tostatis and potential theory [1, 2℄.

Finally, we present some numerial examples showing the eÆieny of the presented ap-

proah.

Referenes

[1℄ H. Han, The boundary integro{di�erential equations of three{dimensional Neumann problem in linear

elastiity, Numer. Math. 68, No. 2, 269{281, 1994.

[2℄ V.D. Kupradze, Three-dimensional problems of the mathematial theory of elastiity and thermoelas-

tiity, North{Holland Publishing Company, 1979.
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Boundary elements for inverse sattering

Roland Potthast

Boundary elements are widely used for diret and inverse obstale sattering problems.

Often, the diret problem is solved by boundary integral equations on the boundaries of

the unknown obstales. The inverse problem involves boundary integral operators whih

live on subsets of the unit sphere or on the boundaries of test domains, respetively.

First, a novel method by Luke and Potthast for the detetion of unknown satterers is

presented, alled the \no response test". The method allows to reonstrut the shape of

obstales from the far �eld pattern of one time-harmoni wave, if the boundary ondition

of physial properties of the objet are not known and iterative shemes annot be applied.

Seond, we will provide a survey about reent developments in inverse sattering and

disuss the use of boundary elements for the solution of inverse problems as employed

by reent methods by Colton, Kirsh, Potthast, Ikehata, Luke-Potthast and Potthast-

Sylvester-Kusiak. For the \point soure method", the \method of singular soures" and

the \no response test" a bakprojetion tehnique is used to map the measured far �eld

patterns onto the sattered �eld or speial indiator funtions, respetively. Ikehata's

shemes rely on the appliation of Green's theorem with boundary integrals on some outer

boundary. The range-test of Potthast-Sylvester-Kusiak solves ill-posed boundary integral

equations from the boundary of some test domain into the unit sphere.

On polynomial olloation for seond kind integral operators with �xed

singularities of Mellin Type

Andreas Rathsfeld

(joint work with C. Frammartino and G. Mastroianni)

We onsider a polynomial olloation for the numerial solution of a seond kind integral

equation with an integral kernel of Mellin onvolution type. Using a stability result ob-

tained together with P. Junghanns, we prove that the error of the approximate solution

is less than a logarithmi fator times the best approximation and, using the asymptotis

of the solution, we derive the rates of onvergene. Finally, we desribe an algorithm to

ompute the sti�ness matrix based on simple Gau� quadratures and an alternative algo-

rithm based on a reursion in the spirit of Monegato and Palamara Orsi. Altogether, an

almost best approximation to the solution of the integral equation an be omputed with

O(n

2

[logn℄

2

) resp. O(n

2

) operations, where n is the dimension of the polynomial trial

spae.

Fourier transform for multidimensional integral equations

Sergej Rjasanow

A new numerial method for the multifrequeny analysis of the three{dimensional Helm-

holtz equation is introdued. A Colloation Boundary Element Method (BEM) is used for

the disretization of the problem. The Fourier transform with respet to the wave number

for the resulting system of linear equations is used. The matrix of the transformed system

is shown to have a sparse struture leading to O(m

2

n) units of required memory, where

m denotes the number of frequenies and n is the number of degrees of freedom by BEM

disretization.

A new numerial method for the Boltzmann equation is developed. The gain part of the

ollision integral is written in a form whih allows its numerial omputation on a uniform
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grid to be arried out eÆiently. The amount of numerial work is shown to be of order

O(n

6

log(n)) for the most general model of interation and of order O(n

6

) for the Variable

Hard Spheres (VHS) interation model, while the formal auray is of order O(n

�2

). Here

n denotes the number of disretization points in one diretion of the veloity spae. Some

numerial examples for Maxwell pseudo-moleules and for the hard spheres model illustrate

the auray and the eÆieny of the method in omparison with DSMC omputations.

A numerial method for large-sale simulations of Stokesian emulsions

Gregor J. Rodin

(joint work with James R. Overfelt)

Stokesian emulsions are two phase-uids in whih inertial e�ets are insigni�ant in om-

parison to visous and surfae tension e�ets.

Mathematially, problems arising in miromehanial simulations of Stokesian emulsions

an be advantageously formulated in terms of boundary integral equations beause the

numerial solution of suh equations an be obtained using O(N) operations and memory.

In this leture, a numerial method for large-sale miromehanial simulations of Stoke-

sian emulsions is presented. This method inludes:

� O(N) boundary element sheme for solving periodi problems,

� time-stepping sheme for eonomial handling of ollisions,

� an aurate sheme for the normal vetor and mean urvature omputations ,

� parallel implementation.

In addition to presenting the numerial method, we disuss its appliations to analysis of

oil-in-water emulsions.

Alternative representation of boundary integral operators with appliations

to quadrature and panel lustering

Stefan A. Sauter

(joint work with Stefan B�orm)

Alternative representations of boundary integral operators orresponding to ellipti bound-

ary value problems are derived as a starting point for numerial approximations, as e.g.

Galerkin BEM inluding quadrature and panel lustering. These representations have the

advantage that the integrands of the integral operators have a redued singular behaviour

allowing to hoose the order of the numerial approximations muh lower than for the

lassial formulations. It turns out that the resulting fully disrete Galerkin method has

linear omplexity without any logarithmi terms.

Rapid solution of �rst kind boundary integral equations in R

3

Gregor Shmidlin

(joint work with Christoph Shwab)

Weakly singular boundary integral equations (BIEs) of the �rst kind on polyhedral sur-

faes � in R

3

are disretized by Galerkin BEM on shape-regular, but otherwise unstru-

tured meshes of meshwidth h. Strong elliptiity of the integral operator is shown to give

nonsingular sti�ness matries and, for pieewise onstant approximations, up to O(h

3

)

onvergene of the far�eld. The ondition number of the sti�ness matrix behaves like
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O(h

�1

) in the standard basis. An O(N) agglomeration algorithm for the onstrution of

a multilevel wavelet basis on � results in a preonditioner whih redues the ondition

number to O(j loghj). A lass of kernel-independent lustering algorithms (ontaining the

fast multipole method as speial ase) approximate the matrix-vetor multipliation in

O(N(logN)

3

) memory and operations.

Iterative approximate solution of the linear system by CG or GMRES with wavelet pre-

onditioning and lustering-aeleration of matrix-vetor multipliation is shown to yield

an approximate solution in log-linear omplexity whih preserves the O(h

3

) onvergene of

the potentials. Numerial experiments on�rm the theory.

This work was supported in part under the TMR network \Multisale Methods in Numerial Analysis" of

the EC by the Swiss government under grant number BBW 97.0404

Referenes

[1℄ G. Shmidlin, C. Lage, and C. Shwab. Rapid solution of �rst kind boundary integral equations in R

3

.

to appear in Engineering Analysis with boundary elements (2002).

Adaptive wavelet methods for the fast solution of boundary integral equations

Reinhold Shneider

(joint work with Helmut Harbreht)

Wavelet bases are o�ering an eÆient way for the numerial approximation of integral op-

erators. These methods have been developed theoretially and a suessful implementation

has been improved through the past years. We like to review these results. An important

reent breakthrough has been established by the adaptive wavelet approximation in terms

of best N{term approximation by Cohen, Dahmen, deVore. We realized their method

with some modi�ations in our wavelet boundary element method. Sine the omputation

of the matrix entries is the most expensive part in our algorithm, the present re�nement

invokes only one subsequent sale.

On the numerial approximation of the derivatives of potentials on a smooth

3D simply or multiply onneted boundary

Antoine Sellier

We present a new reursion sheme to suessively obtain higher and higher order Cartesian

derivatives of potentials on a simply or multiply onneted surfae, either for interior

or exterior 3D problems. The advoated proedure solely appeals to boundary integral

equations and rests on a new boundary integral equation that relates the potential gradient

to the normal ux on the surfae. For derivatives of any order, the only needed metri

informations on the geometry are the normal vetor and the mean urvature. Using a

olloation method, the approah is tested against a few analytial solutions in three ases:

the ase of a unit sphere embedded in a uniform eletri �eld with a Neumann boundary

ondition, the ase of an ellipsoidal partile with a soure loated inside and �nally the

ase of a 2-sphere luster with unit soures at eah entre. Exellent agreement between

the omputed and analytial derivatives is observed. Finally, it is possible to extend the

method to deal with the Helmholtz equation and linear elastiity in 3D problems.
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On the e�etive omputation of the partial indies

of a regular matrix funtion

Bernd Silbermann

LetW

N�N

denote the algebra of all funtions with values in C

N�N

suh that the entries are

in the Wiener lassW . It is well-known that a 2 W

N�N

admits a Wiener-Hopf fatorization

if and only if det a does not vanish. The topi of the talk is the omputation of the partial

indies. The proposed method is based on the so-alled k-splitting property of the singular

values of modi�ed �nite setions of related Toeplitz operators.

Referenes

[1℄ R. Hagen, S. Roh, B. Silbermann: C

�

-algebras and Numerial Analysis. Marel Dekker In.,

New York, Basel 2001.

[2℄ B. Silbermann: Modi�ed �nite setions for Toeplitz operators and their singular values. SIAM

J. Matrix Analysis Appl., to appear.

Inverse aousti sattering in three dimensions

Ian H. Sloan

(joint work with X. Chen, M. Ganesh, Ivan G. Graham and R. Womersley)

This talk reviews reent work on the problem of sattering of aousti waves by a three-

dimensional objet (alled the `diret' problem), and the `inverse' problem of deteting

the shape of an objet by measurement of the sattered wave. The inverse problem for

three-dimensional sattering remains a hallenging task. In the approah desribed here

the solution to the inverse problem rests on a very eÆient spetral solution to the diret

problem, together with an optimisation approah to re�ning the desription of the surfae.

Current progress will be desribed.

A preonditioned fast multipole boundary element method for Neumann

boundary value problems

Olaf Steinbah

(joint work with G�unther Of)

For a Neumann boundary value problem we onsider a modi�ed hypersingular boundary

integral equation leading to a H

1=2

(�){ellipti variational problem. The involved rank one

approximation an be determined expliitly yielding almost optimal spetral equivalene

inequalities of the modi�ed hypersingular bilinear form and the form indued by the single

layer potential. The latter is used as a preonditioner. All boundary integral operators

are realized by applying a fast multipole algorithm. Numerial examples for ompliated

three{dimensional strutures show the eÆieny of the proposed approah.

Referenes

[1℄ G. Of and O. Steinbah, A fast multipole boundary element method for a modi�ed hypersingular bound-

ary integral equation, to appear in: Proeedings of the International Conferene on Multi�eld Problems,

Springer Leture Notes in Applied Mehanis, 2003.
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An overlapping additive Shwarz method for boundary integral equations

Thanh Tran

(joint work with Ernst P. Stephan)

We study a two-level overlapping additive Shwarz preonditioner for the Galerkin solu-

tion of hypersingular integral equations. These equations arise from the boundary integral

reformulation of the Laplae or Lam�e equation in the exterior of an open surfae in R

3

with Neumann boundary ondition. We prove that the ondition number of the preon-

ditioned system is bounded by O(1 + log

2

H

Æ

), where H is the size of the oarse mesh and

Æ the overlap size. A salient feature of the method is that the overlaps do not need to be

quadrilateral domains.

Plenary disussion on "New Trends in Boundary Elements"

Christoph Shwab

The plenary disussion was held on the evening of Wednesday, De 4th 2003, from

2000h-2130h and was haired by Prof. W.L. Wendland. All partiipants in the meeting

were present. Some points whih were raised in the meeting are summed up here.

Q: Why are Nystroem methods, whih are often used in the US for large sale omputa-

tions, not presented/disussed at the meeting?

A: These methods have many problems for polyhedral domains with orners. The methods

used in the US are also not the lassial Nystroem shemes, but rather modi�ed versions

of it (e.g. olloation plus low order quadrature).

A: Prof. J.-C. N�ed�ele remarks that odes in the US based on Nystroem/Colloation often

need a very large number of unknowns to reah a ertain auray whih is produed

with arefully implemented Galerkin BEM odes with muh less work.

As to the question on trends, the following was mentioned:

� Problems with 10

7

degrees of freedom are today possible, mainly due to the develop-

ment of fast algorithms.

� Boundary elements will play a signi�ant role in wave propagation problems, i.e. aous-

tis, eletromagnetis, in partiular with high wave numbers.

� There appear to be problems with stable formulations and fast multipole methods for

low frequeny eletromagnetis.

� To date, there seem to be no methods whih work robustly for all frequenies.

� In high frequeny sattering, there is the problem of oupling di�erent methods in

di�erent parts of the domain.

� The oupling of FEM with BEM is on solid grounds and will play a role in the future,

in partiular for multiphysis problems.

� There is little work to date for transient, time-domain methods. The only work is that

of the Frenh shool.
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� Adaptivity is relevant and should be pushed to industrial appliations. All industrial

BEM odes to date are nonadaptive.

� Unbounded surfaes appear to be very little analyzed, but arise in several applia-

tions/models.

� Free boundary problems with linear �eld equations appear to be a `natural' problem

lass where BEM promise to be superior.

� Problems in optis (laser).

� Robustness of BEM with respet to ritial material parameters, suh as thin plates

appear to be promising.

� Ill posed problems often are formulated with integral operators; iterative solution meth-

ods require fast and stable evaluation of the disretized integral operators.

Edited by Wolfgang L. Wendland
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